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Abstract

With the aging of roads and the lack of resources for maintenance, a thorough

understanding of the interaction between tires and asphalt pavements is crucial

to optimize asphalt pavement surface design. Currently, most research on this

interaction system is conducted using mesh-based methods in the frame of con-

tinuum mechanics, which are insu�cient to model the discontinuity behavior

of asphalt mixtures during their lifespan. In this study, the Contact Dynam-

ics method is introduced to investigate this interaction system by coupling the

�nite element method (FEM) and the discrete element method (DEM). FEM

is utilized to model the tire and capture the resulting contact stresses on the

pavement surface, while DEM is used to model the heterogeneous structure of

an asphalt mixture and examine internal mixture responses at the particle scale.

Analysis of contact stress distributions for free-rolling and full-braking condi-

tions proves the tire model's e�ectiveness. According to particle displacement

and force distributions, particles tend to �ow along the longitudinal direction

and undergo a high tangential contact force under full-braking compared with
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those under free-rolling, resulting in mixture instability and damage initiation.

This study o�ers an enriching supplement and expansion to mesh-based meth-

ods for analyzing pavement surface degradation under tire loads, which can

provide insight into pavement surface design.

Keywords: Tire-pavement interaction, Contact dynamics method, Multiscale

approach, Finite element modeling, Discrete element modeling, Non-uniform

tire load

1. Introduction

In a context where road networks are aging, and where resources for main-

tenance of these networks are decreasing, it is essential to study the tire and

asphalt pavement interaction deeply in order to determine the failure mecha-

nisms in surface deterioration and thus optimize their formulation and service.5

In the conventional pavement design method, for the sake of simplicity, tire

loads are assumed as normal to the rolling surface and uniform [1, 2, 3]. Exper-

iments have shown, however, that the real tire load is not uniform and that the

stress distribution is not normal to the rolling surface since both vertical and

tangential contact stresses are generated at the tire-pavement interface [4, 5, 6].10

There exists much research proving that the actual tire load induces quite dif-

ferent pavement responses, compared to the conventional uniform load [7, 8, 9],

especially in terms of pavement surface degradation and near-surface crack de-

velopment [10].

The tire-pavement interaction is an extremely complex contact problem.15

Experimental measurements are arduous because of their time-consuming and

expenses and limitations in studying various boundary conditions of this inter-

action system. On the other hand, numerical tools provide an e�ective way

to explore this system while taking into account the system complexity. Wang

et al. [6] investigated the e�ects of tire types on pavement responses at the20
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near-surface position and provided a reference for the truck tire optimization.

They also validated the non-uniformity of tire contact stresses and localized tan-

gential contact stresses based on the �nite element method (FEM) [11]. Guo et

al. [12, 13] analyzed the contact stress distribution of a bus tire on the pavement

using FEM, various tire work conditions were found to a�ect critical slip ratios25

and rolling resistance. Wollny et al. [14, 15] proposed a strategy to simulate

a rolling tire on the pavement surface based on FEM and indicated that tire

rolling conditions have signi�cant e�ects on the macroscopic pavement perfor-

mance. To reduce the cost of FEM computation, Manyo et al. [16, 17] proposed

a fast tire-pavement modeling method using the semi-analytical method (SAM)30

and studied pavement responses under di�erent tire rolling conditions. They

found that the maximum tensile strains caused by tire edges could lead to top-

down cracking. Oubahdou et al. [18] studied tire contact stresses under various

tire inclinations by combing SAM and sensor measurements, signi�cant shear

stresses were observed on the pavement surface as a result of tire turnings.35

However, current research has primarily focused on macro simulations of the

tire-pavement interaction, in which the asphalt pavement is usually assumed

homogeneous due to the limitation of mesh-based methods in the continuum

mechanics framework such as FEM and SAM. Actually, asphalt mixtures are

complex multi-phase systems composed of aggregate particles and asphalt mas-40

tic. Mesh-based methods can simulate tire contact stresses precisely on the

pavement surface, but it is still a struggle to quantify internal mixture responses

at the particle scale.

Due to the heterogeneous structure of asphalt mixtures, the discrete element

method (DEM) has been widely adopted in the last decades as a complementary45

alternative for classical mesh-based methods. A variety of studies have been

conducted using DEM to investigate the micromechanical behavior of asphalt
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mixtures. In order to simulate aggregates and asphalt mastic, a micro-fabric

discrete element modeling approach was early developed based on linear elastic

contact models [19]. Afterward, viscoelastic contact models gradually became50

widely used by researchers to model asphalt mastic [20, 21, 22],in order to

evaluate the dynamic modulus [23, 24], creep [25] and compaction behavior of

asphalt mixtures [26, 27]. For the simulation of tire load e�ects on asphalt

mixtures, Ma et al. [28, 29] performed a 2D (two-dimensional) simulation for

the wheel tracking test based on DEM. Xue et al. [30] and Wang et al. [31]55

extended the virtual wheel tracking test in 3D simulation via DEM. However,

current DEM models concentrated on the simulation of asphalt mixture samples

in laboratory tests due to the limitation of computation costs, moreover the

boundary loading conditions applied in most simulations are usually uniform

and simpli�ed. Research on the simulation of non-uniform tire loads on asphalt60

pavement via DEM models, to the best of our knowledge, is rare.

A number of studies have been conducted to explore the interaction between

unbound materials and tires using multiscale simulations [32, 33, 34]. However,

the current research mainly focuses on the simulation of unbound materials

such as sands, soils, and gravels. The contact laws used are mainly frictional65

and the particle shape is usually limited to spheres because of computation

costs. Moreover, the road surface made with unbound materials is relatively soft

compared to the asphalt pavement surface, which leads to di�erent tire contact

stress distributions on these two kinds of road surfaces. Considering the visco-

elastic nature and irregular particle shapes in an asphalt mixture, the current70

coupling simulation methods are inadequate for simulating asphalt pavement

and tire interaction. Consequently, a new coupling framework dedicated to the

interaction system between the tire and the asphalt pavement surface is required.

Herein, we report a multiscale simulation method to examine the tire-pavement
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interaction combining FEM and DEM approaches based on the contact dynam-75

ics (CD) method. The multiscale modeling approach brings the bene�t that

FEM can provide precise tire contact stresses on the pavement surface, while

DEM can evaluate e�ectively the internal discontinuity behavior of the asphalt

mixture. This method proposes an innovative and promising way to simulate the

tire-pavement interaction and to reveal degradation mechanisms of the asphalt80

pavement surface under di�erent tire loads at the particle scale.

2. Contact modeling theory

Tire-pavement interaction is a typical contact problem in the contact me-

chanics domain. In computational contact mechanics, the contact problem is an

extremely non-linear, non-smooth, and non-di�erential problem. A unilateral85

contact problem can be modeled using Signorini's condition and Coulomb's fric-

tion law (Figure 1). As seen here, the contact conditions are essentially in�nite

steep, which makes them non-di�erentiable.

For a classical solution to the contact problem, the reaction force (R) is de-

�ned as a function of the gap (g), where g represents the penetration of two90

contacting surfaces. The relation between g and R can instead be replaced

with steep mapping graphs and thus be solved by non-linear di�erential equa-

tions. Replacing the in�nite steep formulation with some smooth relations could

be considered mathematically as a regularization or numerically as a penalty

method. With this strategy, contact conditions are modeled as a sequence of95

steep laws using regularization techniques, and the nonlinear laws being thus

handled by means of an explicit time integrator. It is adopted widely for solving

contact problems in FEM [35] and explicit smooth DEM simulations pioneered

by P. Cundall [36, 37] because of its simplicity and easy implementation in

numerical algorithms.100
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There are, however, some weaknesses to this method from its principles: 1)

The time step is mandatory small in order to ensure the calculation stability,

especially when dealing with high contact sti�ness; 2) Damping must be in-

troduced, either through the contact laws or as a numerical trick, to ensure

the stability of explicit schemes. 3) The equilibrium state is hard to achieve105

via an explicit method when considering the tangential friction force. 4) Pen-

etration is inevitable. The constraint condition is satis�ed precisely when the

penalty parameter tends to in�nity. However, the resulting equations could

be ill-conditioned if the penalty parameter is too large and thus choosing the

relevant parameters could be tricky;110

Di�erently, Jean-Jacques Moreau developed the Non-smooth Contact Dy-

namics method (NSCD), shortly Contact dynamics (CD) in 1984 for the im-

plicit non-smooth interaction model [38] and this method has proved to be an

e�ective tool for modeling a large number of contacting rigid or deformable

bodies [39, 40, 41]. Unlike the method described above, the CD method uses115

non-di�erential steep laws to de�ne the relationship between relative velocities

U and impulses I. Signorini's condition and Coulomb's friction law are cited

as the foundation of contact laws. Figure 1 compares the CD method and the

classical penalty method for solving contact conditions.

Figure 1: Comparison between the two contact modeling methods: Normal (left) and Tan-
gential (right)

At the local frame, the contact management between two objects is based120
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on the so-called candidate/antagonist approach (Figure 2). According to this

approach, it is assumed that one is able to de�ne for each point (C) of the

candidate boundary its (unique) nearest point (A) on the antagonist boundary,

a local reference frame (n, t, s) attached to the antagonist body is de�ned at the

contact point A. For deformable objects, one has to consider contact elements125

composed of a node versus the discretized antagonist face boundaries.

(a) Rigid bodies (b) Deformable bodies

Figure 2: Candidate/antagonist approach

The contact laws are managed with an implicit method using a Non-Linear

Gauss-Seidel algorithm (NLGS) at each time step. Kinematic constraints arising

from contacts are calculated simultaneously by combining them with dynamics

equations, in order to determine all the velocities and contact forces in the130

system. Furthermore, the regularized parameters such as damping are removed

from the local contact frame. As a result, the implicit method can be used to �nd

equilibrium states more accurately than explicit methods [42]. In comparison to

explicit DEMs, the CD method allows using larger time steps since it determines

the characteristic system time of particle dynamics.135

As shown schematically in Figure 3, three main types of contact may occur

between two polyhedral particles: point contact, line contact, and surface con-

tact. The line (edge�face) contacts can be modeled by two points, while three

points can model surface (face-face) contacts since they involve equal geometric

unilateral constraints between the two faces. There are several steps involved in140

the determination of the contacts between two polyhedral particles. In the �rst
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step, we compute a list of neighboring pairs using a �bounding box� method.

Then, an overlap calculation is done for each pair, using the �common plane�

method. [43]. Contact planes are determined by their intersection in the case of

an overlap. This detection method allows simulating large samples composed of145

polyhedral particles in a relatively short time [44, 45]. Finally, for each poten-

tial contact point, the local impulsion and velocity are calculated independently,

and the resultant force is then assigned to the contact.

(a) Point contact (b) Line contact (c) Surface contact

Figure 3: Contact situations that may occur between two polyhedral particles

Considering its advantages, we used the CD method to simulate the tire-

pavement surface interaction and aggregate particles in asphalt mixtures. The150

open-source software LMGC90 (https://git-xen.lmgc.univ-montp2.fr/lmgc90/

lmgc90_user/-/wikis/home) is adopted in which CD method is built-in.

3. Tire modeling and calibration

3.1. Tire structure and model construction

The tire structure is extraordinarily complex. For a typical radial tire, it155

comprises components at several scales such as ribs, grooves, beads, sidewalls,

and belt piles, and every part has its own material properties. Numerical sim-

ulations have a universal purpose of capturing the main features of a problem

and ignoring its secondary factors. A wheel can be divided into two parts from
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the point of its functionality: a deformable part that models the tire itself and160

air together, which interacts with the pavement surface directly, and a rigid

rim serving as the driven system following the tire motion that supports the

loading, and transmits acceleration and braking. We adopted this strategy in

tire modeling for its e�ciency and simplicity.

In the modeling, a passenger tire (185/65R15) was chosen and a three-165

dimensional laser scanner (FARO Freestyle3D) was employed to reconstruct

the tire geometry (Figure 4).

(a) Laser scanning (b) Rendering

Figure 4: Tire scanning process

After the scanning procedure, the open-source software Meshlab (https:

//www.meshlab.net/) was used to process the cloud points and reconstruct

the tire shape. Raw tire data are very noisy and have many textures, which170

are not conducive to numerical simulation since it produces geometrical non-

linear complexity. The tire data were handled based on a method proposed

elsewhere [46]. Based on the scanning results, the longitudinal tire grooves were

retained, whereas the transverse textures were omitted by image processing,

and the rigid rim part was replaced for the sake of simplicity by a cylinder175

inheriting the same diameter. Then, the open-source software Gmsh (https:

//gmsh.info/) was used to conduct the meshing process. A �ne mesh (5mm
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characteristic length) was de�ned for the outer tire part and a coarse one was

chosen for the inner tire part (30mm characteristic length ) to achieve a good

precision while saving the computation time. Figure 5 shows the generated tire180

model.

Figure 5: Tire model and mesh re�nement

3.2. Model calibration

The rim part was assumed to be rigid, and the deformable part was modeled

via a linear elastic material. The degree of freedom of these two objects was

�xed by setting a coupled contact law so that the deformable and rigid parts185

can stick together and prevent sliding. To identify elasticity parameters of the

deformable part, a tire compression test [47] was performed.

In the experiment, the tire was placed between two rigid plates, the force

sensor was set on the top plate. We then recorded the force value (F [N]) and

displacement (z [mm]) of the top plate. We measured the displacement values of190

the top plate at four force levels (F = 1, 2, 3, 4 kN), then the tire load-de�ection

test results were used furthermore to calibrate the tire bulk behavior through

numerical simulations.

During the numerical simulation of the reproduced test, Signorini's condition

and Coulomb's friction law were adopted as the contact law between the tire and195

the rigid plates, and the friction coe�cient was set as close to zero considering

the slippery feature of the plate surface. A numerical top rigid plate was then
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subjected to the same vertical velocity as in the experimental test. As a �nal

step, the numerical load-de�ection curve of the rigid top plate was recorded

during the simulation and then compared with the experimental results. The200

material properties were altered in the numerical simulation to obtain de�ection

values close to experimental measurements. Figure 6 presents the compression

test process and calibration results, where the tire in�ation pressure was equal to

2.2 bar. The predicted load-de�ection curve agrees well with the experimental

data, the material parameters for the numerical simulation were determined to205

be Young's modulus of 1.0 MPa and Poisson's ratio of 0.36. It is worth to note

that the deformable part is compressible since it models rubber and air together.

The nonlinear the load-de�ection curve comes from the geometric nonlinearity.

(a) Compression test (b) Load-de�ection curve

Figure 6: Comparisons between measured and calculated tire de�ections

4. Macro simulation of the tire induced-loading on the pavement sur-

face210

4.1. Tire rolling contact model

Pavement surfaces degrade primarily due to tra�c loads, where tires are

the interface between a vehicle and the road surface. Pavement degradation

analysis requires contact stress distributions of a tire on the pavement surface.
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Depending on the driving state and direction, a vehicle tire could withstand215

forces and torques in every directions. Figure 7 illustrates the force status of

a rolling tire and the contact mechanical actions transmitted to the pavement

surface. The vertical force is given by the weight of the vehicle and depends

on the dynamic behavior of the suspension. The longitudinal force is generated

when the tire is traveling in a straight line, during acceleration or braking.220

The side (lateral) force is generated when the tire is changing direction, during

cornering.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Tire driven forces during rolling (a) and pavement contact forces (b) [48]

where:

� Fx [N] � lateral tire force.

� Fy [N] � longitudinal tire force.225

� Fz [N] � vertical tire force.

� ω [rad/s] � tire angular velocity.

� V [m/s] � tire longitudinal velocity.

� Qx, Qy, W � contact forces on the pavement surface.

� Mx, My, Mz � contact moments on the pavement surface.230
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The contact stresses on the pavement surface including the normal and tan-

gential parts were solved by the balance formulations below:

W =

∫
Γc

p(x, y)dS = Fz (1)

Qx =

∫
Γc

qx(x, y)dS = Fx (2)

Qy =

∫
Γc

qy(x, y)dS = Fy (3)

where:

� W [N] � normal load applied.

� Qx, Qy [N] � tangential load applied.

� p(x, y) [Pa] � normal contact pressure at a point(x,y).

� q(x, y) [Pa] � tangential contact pressure at a point(x,y).235

� Γc [m2] � contact area.

After the construction of formulations solving the contact problem between

the tire and pavement surface, it is possible to study the pavement surface

responses under various tire loading conditions.

A pavement surface layer interacting with the tire was built and shown in240

�gure 8. A dimension of 0.3 m×0.3 m×0.04 m in x, y, and z-direction was chosen

for the modeling of a typical pavement wearing course. The y-axis represents

the tire moving direction, and the x-axis represents the transverse (or lateral)

direction, the spatial mesh size was chosen as 5 mm×5 mm×10 mm in x, y and

z respectively, the mesh size of the contact zone under the tire matches the mesh245

size of the tire outer part to capture the stress distribution accurately.

Asphalt mixtures exhibit complex visco-elastic and visco-plastic behaviors

in regard to loading conditions mainly including temperature and loading fre-
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(a) Foundation layer (b) Tire loading on the surface

Figure 8: Asphalt surface layer and tire

quency. For the sake of computation e�ciency, the elasticity modulus and Pois-

son's ratio of the surface layer was chosen to be 13,000 MPa and 0.35 respec-250

tively according to the experimental complex modulus test results at 15 °C and

10 Hz [49]. Thus the asphalt mixture was assumed as an elastic material in the

modeling [50]. We used Coulomb's friction law to describe the contact between

the tire and the pavement surface, and the friction coe�cient was chosen as

µ=0.8, where this value is commonly used as reference value for tire-pavement255

friction. For simulating tire axial loads, the driven forces were applied on the

rim part of the calibrated tire model. During the entire simulation, the layer

bottom was used as a �xed boundary condition.

The weight of a four-wheeled passenger car was assumed to be equally dis-

tributed between tires, the vertical load Fz of a tire can then be calculated as

follows:

Fz = Gv/4 = mv · ga/4 (4)

Where,

� Gv [N] � vehicle weight.260
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� mv � vehicle mass, it was set to 2.0 t in this study.

� ga � gravitational acceleration (9.8 m · s−2).

In this study, we examined the longitudinal tire behavior, including braking

and acceleration. For a rolling tire without cornering, its longitudinal velocity

can be calculated as:

Vy0 = rw · Ω0 (5)

where:

� Vy0 [m/s] � rolling tire longitudinal velocity.

� rw [m] � rolling tire radius.265

� Ω0 [rad/s] � rolling tire angular velocity.

When a torque is applied to the tire, either for acceleration or braking, a longi-

tudinal slip (k) occurs between the tire and the vehicle [51], calculated as:

k =


− Vy0 − rw · Ω

Vy0
= −Ω0 − Ω

Ω0
, av < 0

rw · Ω− Vy0

rw · Ω
= −Ω− Ω0

Ω
, av > 0

(6)

where:

� k [-] � longitudinal tire slip.

� Ω [rad/s] � braking/accelerating tire angular velocity.

� av [m/s2] � vehicle acceleration.270

During braking, if the tire is completely locked (Ω = 0), the k parameter

will reach a minimum value equals to -1. During acceleration, if the vehicle is
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activating but the tire is at standstill (Ω0 = 0), the k parameter reaches its

maximum value of 1.

For k di�erent from zero, it corresponds to the acceleration (k > 0) or275

braking (k < 0) states, and the tire is subjected to longitudinal forces. For k = 0,

it corresponds to the free-rolling state. When the tire is rolling in a steady-state

(angular and translational velocities are constant), the dynamic process of the

tire rolling is time-independent [14]. In the steady-state simulation, there is no

requirement for the tire to move over the FEM mesh of the pavement, which280

makes it possible to calculate this interaction system numerically e�ciently.

Furthermore, it also allows the use of a dense mesh within the contact area of the

pavement and the tire, which allows the accurate capture of tire contact stresses

on the pavement surface. The tire loading state during rolling is also determined

by the tire rolling speed. According to previous studies, for a passenger tire, the285

rolling tire radius rw changes slightly when the tire experiences di�erent rolling

speed (from 0 to 5 km/h) [13]; and tire rolling speed (from 15 to 90 km/h)

has a negligible e�ect on the tire contact stresses [52]. Herein, we assume that

the tire rolling speed does not a�ect the tire loading state. Consequently, the

tire rolling contact can be considered to be stationary in the steady-state. As290

declared above, there are therefore two coupled e�ects: a normal e�ect caused

by vertical loads, and a tangential e�ect caused by tangential loads (mainly

from tire acceleration or braking).

4.2. Tire contact stress distribution under free-rolling

When a tire is in a free-rolling state, only vertical load Fz = 5 kN acts on295

the tire. Figure 9a shows the magnitude of tire contact stresses on the pavement

surface. This contour shows that the tire-pavement contact area is close to an

ellipse. Figure 9b shows that the vertical contact stress is not uniform across the

whole contact area. The distribution of the vertical stress is symmetric along
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the y-axis (tire length), and the maximum stress values concentrate at the tire300

center ribs.

(a) Contact stress magnitude (b) Vertical contact stress

(c) Transverse contact stress (d) Longitudinal contact stress

Figure 9: Contact stress distribution contour at free-rolling

Figure 9c and �gure 9d demonstrate that the tire also induces contact stress

components in lateral and longitudinal directions, a�ecting pavement responses

together. The longitudinal contact stress distributes symmetrically along the

y-axis, its peak values locate at the tire center ribs. The lateral contact stress305

distributes symmetrically along the x-axis (tire width) and the stress values

achieve maximum at the tire edge ribs. In terms of peak values, the ratio

between vertical, lateral, and longitudinal contact stress is about 1: 0.18: 0.14;

the tangential contact stresses are considerably low compared to the vertical

contact stress as expected for free-rolling conditions.310
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4.3. Tire contact stress distribution under full-braking

Since the longitudinal forces associated with a tire are similar for acceleration

and braking, this study analysed tire contact stresses in braking conditions.

In braking, the direction of the braking torque is opposite to the tire moving

direction. If the tire slip reaches its minimum value (k=-1), it means that the

tire is fully locked (hence full-braking), and the longitudinal force Fy can then

be calculated as follows:

Fy = µ · Fz (7)

Where:

� µ [-] � friction coe�cient between tire and pavement surface.

During full-braking, both the vertical force Fz = 5 kN and longitudinal force

Fy = 4 kN act on the tire rim. Figure 10 illustrates the distribution of tire315

contact stresses under full-braking. The tire contact area shows a shape similar

to the free-rolling condition, but the intensity of the distribution of contact

stresses di�ers. As a result of braking force action, the maximum contact stress

area is concentrated along the negative y-axis.

Referring to Figures 10b and 10c, both vertical and transverse stresses of full-320

braking condition are very similar to those of free-rolling condition as there is no

lateral force acting on the tire under two conditions. However, Figure 10d shows

that the magnitude of longitudinal contact stress increases drastically in the full-

braking condition in comparison with the free-rolling condition. Additionally,

the longitudinal stresses are symmetric in free-rolling and go from a negative325

minimum to a positive maximum while they are exclusively negative in full-

braking. The average ratio of peak vertical, lateral, and longitudinal contact

stress values is about 1: 0.18: 0.37. The increment of tangential contact stresses

18



(a) Stress magnitude (b) Vertical contact stress

(c) Transverse contact stress (d) Longitudinal contact stress

Figure 10: Contact stress distribution contour at full-braking
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could accelerate the pavement surface deterioration.

5. Micro simulation of pavement response to the interaction with tire330

5.1. Asphalt mixture modeling

The macro-scale model of the tire-pavement surface interaction above was

used to study further the e�ect of various tire rolling conditions on pavement

responses at the particle scale. This section describes the creation of a DEM

pavement surface layer via CD method, the main work of the DEM modeling335

for asphalt mixtures is based on our previous work [49].

In an asphalt mixture, aggregates, bitumen and air are present simultane-

ously and aggregates weigh almost 95% of the mass. Consequently, from a

geometrical point of view, asphalt mixture can be viewed as a system of ir-

regular particle tessellations, and particles interact with each other through a340

viscoelastic mastic phase containing bitumen and air. The open-source software

NEPER [53, 54] was adopted to generate tessellation samples of the surface

layer based on the particle size distribution (PSD) (Table 1) and morphology

properties.

The following steps were followed to generate the mixture sample: i) Tessel-345

lations were created following the aggregate morphology statistics and PSD cut

at 2 mm to reduce the total quantity of particles in the sample, so that �ner ag-

gregates are included in the asphalt mastic; ii) The vertices of each tessellation

were imported in LMGC90 to build numerical models. At this stage, particles

were generated based on the convex hull of vertices from the tessellation; iii)350

Original particles from the net tessellation were shrunk by multiplying a cor-

rection factor in order to create gaps accommodating the mastic phase among

particles. Figure 11 gives the generation process of an asphalt mixture sam-

ple for complex modulus tests based on two-point bending (2PB) con�guration,
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where rigid particles interact with each other through the viscoelastic asphalt355

mastic. The detailed description of the modeling can be found in a previous

study [49].

Table 1: Particle size distribution (PSD) of asphalt mixture

Diameter (mm) 12.5 10 8 6.3 4 2 1 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.063
PSD (%) 100 90 75 58 44 31 20 15 12 9 6.5

Figure 11: Numerical modeling of asphalt mixture for 2PB complex modulus test

Finally, the Burgers contact model was employed to simulate the viscoelastic

behavior of asphalt mastic, more details about the numerical implementation

of this contact model in CD method can be found elsewhere [55]. The normal360

and tangential properties of the Burgers contact model include sti�nesses and

viscosities for the Maxwell and the Kelvin-Voigt parts, corresponding to Kmi,

Cmi, Kki, and Cki, respectively, where i stands for n, t or s.
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The normal components of the contact model can be determined by:

Kmn = AcEm/l0 (8)

Cmn = Acηm/l0 (9)

Kkn = AcEk/l0 (10)

Ckn = Acηk/l0 (11)

Where:

� Em, ηm, Ek and ηk correspond to the macroscopic Maxwell and Kelvin-365

Voigt sti�nesses and viscosities respectively.

� Ac is the cross-section area of two particles in contact and l0 is the initial

distance between the particles.

Furthermore, the tangential components of the contact model for both tan-

gential directions t and s can be derived from the above parameters, as:

Kmt = Kms =
Kmn

2(1 + ν)
(12)

Cmt = Cms =
Cmn

2(1 + ν)
(13)

Kkt = Kks =
Kkn

2(1 + ν)
(14)

Ckt = Cks =
Ckn

2(1 + ν)
(15)

Where:

� ν is the Poisson's ratio, it was set to 0.35 [55].370

Regarding the experimental values for dynamic modulus |E∗| and phase

angle Φ for 15 °C, Figure 12 shows that numerical results are in good agreement

with experimental measurements for |E∗| and Φ for all the tested frequencies.

The parameters for the Burgers contact model are listed in Table 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Dynamic modulus and phase angles from experimental measurements and simula-
tions at 15°C: (a) Dynamic modulus; (b) Phase angle

Table 2: Burgers model parameters used in numerical simulations

Temperature (◦C) Em (Pa) ηm (Pa.s) Ek (Pa) ηk (Pa.s)
15 9.48×107 1.02×107 1.70×108 1.79×106
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5.2. Non-uniform tire load simulation375

Research about the simulation of non-uniform tire loads in DEM models is

rare. Herein, we proposed a strategy to simulate non-uniform boundary con-

ditions on the particle assembly inspired by previous studies of FEM simula-

tions [56, 57]. When a tire is in motion on a pavement surface for a short

period of time, the pavement surface, which is sti�er than the tire, almost re-380

tains its horizontal orientation during loading. Therefore, for a rolling tire in

a steady-state, we applied directly the force �eld obtained from the contact

stress distributions of the FEM tire model on the DEM asphalt layer surface.

The coupling method allows for the computation to be e�ciently solved while

keeping accuracy, as it eliminates the massive contact detection between the385

tire elements and asphalt mixture particles and the internal calculation of the

tire elements. Moreover, another advantage is that real particle shapes can be

taken into account in the asphalt mixture simulation via DEM tools owing to

the saving computation cost.

In the DEM model, the measured tire contact stresses (vertical, transverse,390

and longitudinal) under each rib were applied, respectively, on the tire contact

area (Lx = 0.13 m, Ly = 0.22 m), as Figure 13 shows. By adjusting the number

and size of elements within each rib, the exact shape of the tire contact patch at

a given load level could be considered. Depending on their locations based on

the tire contact area, all elements along a tire rib have varying contact stresses395

along with the vertical, longitudinal and lateral directions. For an accurate

capture of tire contact stresses, in particular longitudinal contact stress, while

conserving calculation e�ciency, the element length and width were equal to the

tire thread width and the groove gap, respectively. The contact stresses were

converted to equivalent concentrated forces using element shape functions as400

implemented into the FEM calculations, and all forces were assumed constant
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throughout the calculation.

Figure 13: Tire imprint and contact stresses under each rib

Figure 14 displays a example of derived tire contact forces at free-rolling, it

can be found that these boundary forces present a consistent distribution as the

tire contact stresses aforementioned, which proves the method e�ectiveness.405

After the mixture calibration describe in the previous part, we generated a

pavement surface layer composed of polyhedral particles consistent with the tire

contact dimensions (Figure 15a), where the bottom particles were �xed using

a �xing boundary wall. Considering the viscoelastic contact between particles,

the full pavement model comprised about 25,000 polyhedrons, leading to a large410

computation cost. As described before, the spatial distribution of tire contact

stresses under both free-rolling and full braking is symmetrical along the lon-

gitudinal axis. Regarding the symmetrical boundary conditions, a symmetrical

simulation strategy was adopted in the simulation in order to reduce the com-

putational cost. The simulation only considers the half pavement model during415

the calculation, simultaneously, the freedom of x-direction for particles located

on the center surface was �xed, as shown in Figure 15b. Finally, the tire loads

were applied to the half pavement model as force boundary conditions, we stud-
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 14: Boundary forces derived from free-rolling (a) Vertical force (b) Longitudinal force
(c) Transverse force
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ied the pavement responses after a short loading time (1 × 10−2 s) in order to

simulate an instantaneous dynamic loading.

(a) (b)

Figure 15: Pavement surface layer model: (a) Full model; (b) Half model along y-axis

420

5.3. Particle displacement distribution

Figure 16a shows the particle displacement distribution under free-rolling

condition. The arrows in the �gure represent the particle moving direction, and

the color of the arrows indicates the magnitude of the particle displacement. It

can be seen that particle displacements distribute non-uniformly in the mixture,425

where particles near the center have larger displacements than those in other

regions, which is consistent with the stress concentration under the free-rolling

condition. In general, the arrow direction is essentially vertical since vertical

contact stress dominates the entire tire contact stresses, whereas particles that

lie under both sides have a horizontal component of particle displacement due430

to the existence of longitudinal and lateral contact stresses.

Figure 16b shows the particle displacement distribution under full-braking

condition. The peak displacements appear concentrated on one side of the

model along the longitudinal direction. Particles have an obvious longitudinal

displacement component owing to the signi�cant longitudinal contact stress.435

Note that particles under both free-rolling and full-braking conditions have a
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similar lateral displacement distribution since the lateral tire contact stresses

occur in a comparable pattern on the pavement surface for the two loading

conditions.

Comparing the particle displacement distribution under free-rolling and full-440

braking conditions, the whole particle displacement under full-braking is larger

than that under free-rolling. Figure 17 gives the comparison for peak values of

the particle displacement and their components in the three directions under

free-rolling and full-braking. Despite the similarities of their lateral components

(x-direction) and vertical components (z-direction), the particle displacements445

are quite di�erent along y-direction due to the di�erences in longitudinal tire

contact stresses. Under full-braking loading, the displacement of particles be-

comes intensi�ed, especially in the longitudinal direction. The strong boundary

condition of contact stresses causes particles to rotate around the lateral direc-

tion, possibly leading to structural instability and high tensile strain and stress450

of the mixture.

5.4. Particle contact force analysis

At the contact plane between two particles, there are two main types of

forces: the tangential force that induces shearing in the contact plane, and the

normal force lying perpendicular to that plane. Both forces contribute to par-455

ticle contacts being damaged, causing contact breakage and particle movement,

leading to macro-cracks forming and propagating inside the mixture. Figure 18

shows the normal force distribution for particles subjected to free-rolling and

full-braking conditions. The normal force values for full-braking and free-rolling

conditions distribute asymmetrically along the y-axis (x=0), due to the fact that460

particles undergo mainly a compression state under both loading conditions ow-

ing to the vertical contact stresses and the normal force distributes primarily in

one side of the axis.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 16: Particle displacement distribution under (a) free-rolling condition (b) full-braking
condition

Figure 17: Maximum displacement comparison between free-rolling and full-braking
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Figure 19 shows the distribution of tangential force values under di�erent

loading conditions. The tangential force values for both full-braking and free-465

rolling conditions follow approximately a normal distribution centered at zero. A

larger magnitude range of tangential force values is observed under full-braking

than that under free-rolling, which indicates that full-braking loading induces

a stronger shear e�ect among particles than free-rolling loading, resulting in

possible earlier damage initiation within the mixture.

Figure 18: Normal force distribution

470

Pavement design methods traditionally consider only the vertical tire load

and assume that the load is uniformly distributed. Nevertheless, based on the

above multiscale analysis, these assumptions could be unreliable for investigat-

ing the degradation mechanisms of the asphalt pavement surface. The contact

stresses distribute non-uniformly across the contact area; the tangential contact475

stresses caused by the tire are inevitable, particularly in acceleration or braking,

which is crucial to the asphalt mixture responses. For predicting surface fail-

ures such as top-down cracks, taking only vertical contact stress into account
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Figure 19: Tangential force distribution

and assuming uniform contact stress appears inadequate, as it could lead to

misinterpretations of pavement responses under tire loading.480

6. Conclusions

This study has introduced the CD method to conduct a multiscale FEM-

DEM simulation for the tire-pavement interaction investigation. The main con-

clusions drawn are as follows:

(1) The CD method is introduced to enforce the contact condition between485

the tire and the pavement surface because of its performance in non-linear

system simulation. The tire modeling strategy and its calibration were

detailed. The tire geometry was reconstructed via laser scanning and image

processing techniques. The tire structure was built by FEM according to

its function and the relevant parameters were identi�ed with a compression490

test.

(2) The contact stress distributions under free-rolling and full-braking reveal
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that the tire induces contact stresses in three directions (vertical, transverse,

longitudinal) and the contact stresses are not uniform across the contact

area. The tangential contact stress on the pavement surface under full-495

braking is much higher than that under free-rolling.

(3) The internal mixture responses under tire loads were investigated by mod-

eling a pavement surface layer via DEM. Under the full-braking condi-

tion, particle displacement distribution illustrates that particles tend to �ow

along the longitudinal direction and rotate ahead, which may lead to struc-500

tural instability of the mixture. According to the analysis of particle contact

forces, the tangential force values under full-braking have a wider distribu-

tion range than those under free rolling. It indicates that the full-braking

condition induces a greater shear e�ect within particles in the mixture than

the free-rolling condition, and may thereby result in earlier damage initia-505

tion.

(4) The proposed simulation method of the tire-pavement interaction incorpo-

rates the advantages that FEM can simulate contact stresses precisely on

the asphalt pavement surface and DEM is capable of examining internal

responses of the asphalt mixture at the particle scale. The present study510

combines FEM with DEM together to analyze pavement surface degrada-

tion under tire loads, which o�ers a promising way of optimizing pavement

surface design.
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